In this Real world each and every check post perform the same operation. But the operation must be done manually. This operation includes various parameters. The manual operation of the check post requires the man power in order to perform the operations such as opening the gate, closing the gate, checking the vehicle details. The vehicle details include vehicle registration number, vehicle insurance, and vehicle fitness certification. It is a complex task to check each and every vehicle&apos;s details by a common man. Some people will do the task honestly and some may not. To overcome such complexities we can a build a system that performs these tasks on behalf of the man power. This system is known as Automated Check post system. The architecture of the system is service-oriented. This architecture will provide the several benefits in the real world. It is important to study the operations of all the devices that are required to build the system. After analyzing the operations then the next step is to check the performance of the system, taking into account the number of vehicles pass through the check post every day. We take a sample scenario on the automated check post system to check its feasibility solution and its performance. The collection of data will be so large and complex that companies cannot process it all using existing database systems, then BigData
will play a key role in RFID&apos;s infrastructure for the industries needs for complete data management solutions with high security. The conclusion shows how much useful the system is, when it is implemented in the real word application. 
